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an additional layer to the adaptation. As a result, 
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a depiction of his own artistic style than an accurate adaptation of The fact 

in 1 (Walczak 2007). The di-
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examine how these two individual worlds coexist in a cinematic work. I will attempt to show 
that neither of these worlds tries to dominate the other; rather, they attempt to complement 

-

creative autonomy at the same time. In order to do so, I will use the paradigmatic structure 

1. THE LITHUANIAN COMPLEX

themes that are very characteristic of his own art. He concentrates on the magical and de-

 (  

had a great deal in common was very important in shaping that platform. This chapter will 
concentrate on such similarities.

culture the city is regarded as the heart of Polish Romanticism. It is an almost mythical place. 

with Vilnius, which for many decades mantaintained its cosmopolitan character. It was home 

-
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-

-

familiar to him. Indeed, that was the major reason why Konwicki, who once declared, “I write 

of the most innocent period of a human life had some purifying qualities, as if the recon-

-

narrating such a story, one never knows whether to use the past or present tense, as if what 
has passed has not really passed as long as it survives in the memory of generations – or 

in the second chapter, the narrator lets readers know that all they are reading is told from 
the perspective of time. He calls himself “a chronicler“ who not only tries to recall past 

that as a chronicler he must have accumulated more in-depth knowledge of life than his 
-

the Narrator-Philosopher.

in his novel ( )  The main 

the world of adults. But at some points he encounters a quite mysterious character who is 
actually himself from the future. Konwicki changes his narrative style throughout the novel, 
as some parts are written from the perspective of “old Wicio” from the future, interrupting 

-
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seven times he interrupts the main plot line. All of a sudden, without signalling it, he inserts 
scenes where seven of the characters “from“ Ginie appear in entirely new surroundings re-

the Lithuanian manors in Ginie. Such a manoeuvre shifts the gravity from the scenes depicted 
in Ginie to the “present” world. Thus Tomasz, his grandparents the Surkonts, the suicidal 

only a mere recollection, an echo of past times of the gentry in Lithuania: “their dramas are 

-
tasies. In the movie we see Baltazar talking with the devil Niemczyk, and we see the ghost 
of Magdalena walking naked through the woods with a white horse. Many scenes in Ginie 
are shot slightly out of focus, making them somewhat unreal, lyrical and dream-like. This 

in keeping with such an argument.

-
mons, something that serves two purposes, one to introduce Lithuanian folklore and village 

-

experiences much more injustice than Tomasz. Although Konwicki does not write directly 

( ) 
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the Issa Valley: when the priest Mankiewicz gets sick, a witch doctor is fetched to cure 

from tormenting others. For Tadeusz Konwicki this was another familiar element of an 
almost pagan place like Lithuania and perhaps that is why he highlighted this theme in his 

-
tainly, the excessive descriptions of nature, detailed depictions of Lithuanian traditions and 

of the murder that he committed, while Romuald engages in an inappropriate affair with his 

episodes mean “marvelousness thus art [...] that is shown to the world thanks to people such 

well: it simply continues the Romantic tradition. While reading 
( )  

Adam Mickiwicz. The director admitted to himself: “Everything [in 
” 

the tradition which shaped their own artistic styles. Apart from the fascination with folklore, 

 70)).

Motherland: “As for the copper relief, it was once the property of his grandfather Arthur 
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 71)). He does not glorify 

(
)

not portray the leader of the January Uprising, Romuald Traugutt, in a negative light. He has 

that he is a Romantic writer himself (Janion 2001: 645).

; he cre-

his narrative without linking it with the actual action (if we can call anything an action 

 ( ). 
He is standing next to a gravestone with the date 1863 carved on the surface. The richness 

-

-

2. PARADIGMATIC STRUCTURE

line is placed in the Lithuanian village of Ginie and it depicts different episodes from the lives 
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is also the second narrative structure – or rather a series of similar scenes – which stands in 
-

tiful Lithuanian landscapes, dream-like sequences give place to sharp images often shot in 
documentary style, and actors who played different roles in Ginie now in “normal” modern 

such “interruptions” were not part of the novelistic world, thus it created much confusion 
amongst the critics. In fact, it seems that they would rather prefer to just watch “real” pieces 

Nevertheless, the series of seven visually similar “interruptions” – what I call the sec-
ond narrative structure – really is an element of 
does not present good material for a cinematic work: there is no development of the story 

-
ginning till the end. In other words, it is rather quite a common collection of well-exploited 
themes and episodes such as childhood in the countryside, nature and folklore. What make it 
special, though, are the language of the novel and the wise philosophy of the narrator. Thus, 

 

the novel, it seems that his understanding of it was similar to that of Aleksander Fiut. His 

than a manifestation of his own individuality.
In one of his articles Eagle demonstrates that the meaning of a cinematic work can 

-

underscore certain messages. To understand those messages it is crucial not only to analyze 

-

yet on the screen, such an image is striking as it follows dream-like sequences of nature and 

called modern, industrial civilisation in a much more negative light than the village. At this 

the appearance of a second reciter we can assume that Konwicki wanted to create a certain 
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“in Ginie“, and it starts with the words:

In my homeland, where I shall never return,

Chmury szerokie, rozdarte, cudowne The clouds stretch wide, torn open, enchanted

[...] [...]
( , (

2

2

-

with history. He is also the one who introduces Tomasz to the fascinating world of history 
and nature, and so represents the “guardian” of collective memory. Apart from this, the poem 

the lake from a nymph, the poet can easily read himself from “his” shallow lake: he foresees 

appearance of another reciter, Tadeusz Bradecki, who plays the priest Peikswa. The same pat-

Za polem, lasem i za drugim polem
The expanse of water, a white mirror, glitters. 
And the golden lowland of the earth
Bathes in the sea, a half-sunken tulip. 
Father tells us that this is Europe.

[...] [...]
( (
 

Konwicki juxtaposes documentary footage of the crowded city and somehow alienated 

tries to appeal to a childish understanding of things, which in turn creates a simplistic image 

 2 
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Poland is often called “a father“. But at the same time Peikswa is a weak servant of God since he 
engages in a sinful sexual relationship with Magdalena. Such an interpretation creates a whole 

-

 133). This indicates numerous contradictions: why has God allowed them to kill 

explanation of what Europe is, so does religion of any kind, when it comes to more complex 

Immediately after the second “reciting scene”, the viewer realizes that those “interruptions” 

The reoccurrence of similarly structured images underscores all the meanings that the adapta-

clouds, white and silent,
I look at you with terful eyes at dawn, 

and a seed of contempt within me

painted over the truth. I lower my eyes

guardians of the earth, clouds! Let me sink into sleep,
Let the merciful night engulf me.

( (
unauthorized translation)
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Here, as in the case of 

well as the novel knows that all catastrophes are the result of human cruelty, greed and vanity. 

disasters, emphasizes such a message. In this scene Konwicki demonstrates another noteworthy 

for what he has directed (Nowicki 1990: 158). Perhaps it also demonstrates that a cinematic 

them through means such as image, music, sound, scenery, camera angles and movement. 

style. The same motif of very powerful nature compared with human weakness appears in 
the next poem,  ( ):

 
Whoever wants to paint the variegated world
Let him never look straight up at the sun
Or he will lose the memory of things he has seen.

Let him kneel down, lower his face to the grass,

The stars and the roses, the dusks and the dawns.
(  101) (

Here, as was the case in the previous “reciting scenes” it is important which particular 
character declaims a poem. In this place it is Jerzy Kamas, Romuald “from Ginie”, perhaps 
the only adult in the Issa Valley who loves nature and respects it as much as Tomasz. It is not 

one of the chief messages in novel. Again, the reciter looks from his window 

In the set of seven recurring paradigms there are another three that create a full comple-
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It is crucial to catch all its elements to understand the lines: 

Love no country: countries soon disappear

Throw away keepsakes, or from your desk
A choking, poisonous fume will exude. 
Do not love people: people soon perish.
Or they are wronged and call for your help. 

Do not gaze into the pools of the past.
Their corroded surface will mirror 
A face different from the one you expected. 

(  1981: 136–137) (

-

in his poem that it is not worth it to get attached to cities, countries, places and even people 

-

the movie changes and we see a Catholic church as well as an Orthodox church. This reminds 

Niesprawiedliwie jest nam wyznaczona. /

która trwa wiele dni, 

(  151) 

Curse death. 
It is unjustly determined for us. /
Beg the gods to send an easy death. /
Who are you? 

do not deserve the penalty of prolonged agony. / 

with the death of others, /

with that death that lasts many days, 
here, next to you. /
Your compassion is homeless, your words mute, /
And you fear condemnation for your helplessness. /
(
Greig, unauthorized translation) 
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that our small, pitiful dreams and desires do not deserve to end in prolonged agony. This 

internal torments slowly lead to his destruction and eventual death. Yet, this does not exhaust 

consoling words and feelings of compassion mean nothing. Thus, death is cruel and unjust, 
which little Tomasz realizes watching his dying grandmother: “He looked at her, her chest 

 144).

Mankiewicz) words underscore the deep disappointment of a pilgrim, artist and a human 

I said so little.
Krótkie dni. Days were short. 
Krótkie dni, Short days.
Krótkie noce, Short nights.
Krótkie lata. Short years. 

I said so little.

My heart grew weary
Zachwytem, From joy, 

Despair,
Ardor,
Hope. 

Paszcza lewiatana The jaws of Leviathan
Were closing upon me. 
Naked, I lay on the shores

Bezludnych wysp. Of desert islands. 
The white whale of the world
Hauled me down to its pit.

I teraz nie wiem
What in all that was real. 

(  181). (
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with the whole paradigmatic structure. Here, the poet reaches the climax of his emotions: 
he is now facing the end of his life aware that he did not manage to express everything that 

throughout a series of other poems. Again, the poet is a pilgrim, who spent his life wandering 

he has left there was more real than his frantic desire to experience life and the world. He 
says: “I said too little” which could also refer to the people he had left without expressing 

-

These motifs also appeared in previous verses. The images that Konwicki shows in the last 

scenes “in Ginie” where after the sunset evil forces always populated the valley. Moreover, 

each poem, which added to the lyricism of each scene. Here, however, instead of delicate 

-
phy enclosed in 

“reciting scenes” enhances the meanings of the novel. 

tools and literature. In -
ences and shared artistic motifs that derived from those experiences: childhood in the Vilnius 
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stops writing and tries to depict people who will visit this place after many, many years. 
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 AUTORSTWA TADEUSZA KONWICKIEGO 

-

Konwickiego 

-

do adaptacji. W efekcie 


